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ISSUES & STUDIES 

* * * 

For the last few decades, the topic of sensationalism in news re 

porting has aroused fierce public debate. 1 Summarizing from the 

previous literatu間， the sensationalization of news can be defined 
as the displacement of socially significant stories by "tabloid" news topics 

and the use offlamboyant production styles that overpower substantive in 
formation. The media perform a democratizing function in con阻mporary

societies, because they inform the public about communal a缸airs and 
provide the basic information people need to make electoral decisions. 

This is particularly applicable to TV news which over the last fifty years 
has become the primary news source for the general public. If sensational 

news content occupies too much time in news programs, there will be less 
time for the substantial information a citizen needs to be truly informed 

As a consequence, sensationalism is believed to harm the media's demo 
cratic functions in societies in which the media are essentially market 

driven. 

According to a recent content analysis of prime-time news in Taiwan, 
54 percent of the segments contained sensational elements. As for the 

presentation ofthe news, 66 percent ofthe segments featured the obtrusive 
and dramatic voice of a presenter. Additionally, 80 percent ofthe segments 

contained emotional subtitles, one-third of which were presented in multi

color and animated forms.' 

Media critics in Taiwan have pointed out that the pursuit of com

mercial interests is the major reason why broadcasters "throw garbage at 

'E.g.: Maria Elizabeth Grabe et a1., "Packaging Tele'叫到00 News: The Effects ofTabloid 00 

Information Processing and Evaluative Responses," Journal 01 Broad叫 fing and Electronic 
Media 抖， 00.4 (2000): 581-98; Maria Elizabeth Grabe, Shuhua Zhou, and Brook Bam帥，
"Explic刮目n Sensationalism in Television News: Content and the Be l1s and Whist1es of 
Fonn," ibid 峙， nO. 4 (2001): 635一鈣; Mine Gencel Bek, "Tabloid挖到ion of News Media 
An Analysis ofTelevision 1、Jews in Turkey," European Journal ofCommunicatlon 凹， no.3
(August 20日 4): 371-86; and Wang Tai-Li，吋he Shifting Cultural Space ofTelevision News 
From Public Affairs toward Entertainment" (Paperpresented at the annual conference ofthe 
Chinese Communication Association, National Taiwan Universi旬" Taipei, July 13甸的，
2006) 

2Wang, "The Shifting Cultural Space ofTelevision News," 15 
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consumers 吋 According to Lin and Chuang, since 2002 newscasts have 

contained excessive coverage ofsensatÎonal storÎes conceming the private 

liv目 of celebrities' Some critics describe their own news watching ex
perience as "detached,u as they witness the ubiza甜e sensationalism" of 

news programs and wonder about the relevance of entertainers' private 
lives-' 

A tendency toward sensationalism has emerged in several other coun

tries as welL In the United States, joumalistic sensationalism has provoked 
vehem目前 debates ever since Carl Bemstein coined the term "idiot cul

ture 神 Mo間over， Hallin argues that the pressur，臼 toward commercializa

tion are strongest in the case of television, although they affect the print 

media as welL7 In Japan, commercial news broadcasters have adopted 
such production methods as animation or dramatic subtitles that were 

originally seen only in variety shows. While such entertainment-oriented 

presentation of news could have the effect of atlracting the interest of 

viewers, it may decrease the credibility and objectivity of the reporting8 

In some European countries, notably Sweden' and Germany/o increased 

competition in news markets drove broadcasters increasingly to sensa 

tionalize the news in order to win viewer allegiance. In the Netherlands, 

3Chang Bao-yuan, "Poor Quality News Media Js Jsolating the Country," Taipei TImes, Ju1y 
18, 2005, 8 

4Lin Yu研帥【←吋(占扣hue臼iandCαhuangBo
(Taiψp副: Broadcasting and Television Development Fund, 2日。 3 ， 2004， and 2005) 

5See note 3 above 
6Carl Bemstein, ""The Idiot CuIture: Ref1ections of Post-Watergate JoumaIisI丸 " TheNew 
Republic, June 8, 1992, 22 

7Daniel C. Ha剖Ilin吭】1 ，
M<α悶ss Medi品la α帥ndS，品C叮叫C叫帥t仿e呻0伊" e吋d. James Cωurran and Mich】泊ael Gu前re盯叫V叫l恥t包ch司 ， 1出h削lr吋'd e吋di山110叩n(ιLo叩nd曲o叩n 
Hodde臼r Arnold, 2000) , 218-37 

8Matsuharu Kawabata, "Audience Reception and Visual Presentations ofTV News Pro 
grams in Japan" (Paper presented at the conference ofthe Jnternational Association for 
Media and Communication Research, Ta研i ， July 25-27, 2005) 

'Ha直kan Hvitfelt, "The Commercialization of the Evening News: Changes in Narrative 
Technique ofSwedish TV News,l' Nordicom Review 15, no. 1 (1 994): 33-41 

10Barbara Pfets曲， "Convergence 出rough Privatization? Changing Media Environments and 
Televi叫 PoIitics in Gennany," European Journal ofCommunication 日， no. 4 (December 
1996): 427-51 
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recent research indicates that the newscasts of a commercial broadcaster 

contained more sensational characteristics than those of public service 

broadcasters." 

Although sensationalism in the news media has been a topic of wide 

concern, the related academic research tends to focus on its manifest con

tent. Little research has been done into viewers' ownjudgments or percep

tions of sensationalism in news reporting. From the viewers' perspective, 
what does "sensationalism" mean? What are the factors affecting their 

perception of sensationalism in TV news? This study examines viewers' 

perceptions of sensationalism in television news. Specifically, we applied 

a modified measurement procedure developed in the earlier literature on 

a current national sample in Taiwan, which explores the factors affecting 

television viewe時， perceptions of this phenomenon. By providing a more 

thorough understanding of the factors a個民ting public perceptions con

cerning sensationalism, this study will attempt to provide an insight into 

the issue of sensationalism from the audience's own perspective. 

Perceptions, Measurement, and Factors Influencing Sensationalism 

D有fìning Sensationalism 

Postman has claimed that one ofthe primary factors in the develop

ment of sensational news is the increased competition for ratings between 

news organizations. 12 According to Esposito, this may result in news being 

increasingly structured along themes and in formats originally found in 

entertainment programs, thus leading to dramatic, fast-paced, superficial 

presentations and simplistic explanations that focus on personalities, per

sonal relationships, physical appearances, and idiosyncrasies, all aimed at 

llPaul He瓜driks Vettehen, Koos Nuijten, and Johannes Beentj凹， "News in an Age of Com~ 
petition: The Case of Sensationalism in Dutch Television News, 1995-2001 ," Journal 01 
Broadcasting and Electronic Media 49, no. 3 (2005): 282-95 

12Neil Postman, Amusing Ourselv.由的D闊的 Public Discourse in the Age ofShow Business 
(New York: Vikin臣， 1985)， 129-35
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attracting the largest possible audience. i3 

While heated discussion has mounted in a variety of countries re

garding sensationalism in the news, no clear and exhaustive definition of 

sensationalism has yet been offered. Similarly, while Sparks and Tulloch 

have attempted to define "組bloid，" primarily with reference to newspapers, 
they have argued that the tabloid is marked by two features: it concentrates 

on news topics such as scandal and entertainment, and it devotes less at

tention to politi凹， economics, and society. They point out, however, that 

such a definition ignores the visual dimension of presentation in tabloid 

newspapers, such as layout, headline sizes, and use of pictorial material 

The definition of the tabloid newspaper reflects the definitions of sensa

tionalism in television news in at least two ways: news story content and 

formal features ofthe news. 14 

Prior to the 1990s, sensationalism in news was primarily conceived in 

terms of story content. According to Adams, sensationalism and human

interest stories together referred to news coverage of "crime, violence, 
natural disasters, accidents, and fires, along with amusing, hea此warmmg，

shocking, or curious vignettes about people in the area."15 In other words, 
Adams did not distinguish between sensational and human明interest stories, 
regarding both as representing local American TV news that appeals to 

emotion over reason. 

Knight defined sensationalism both in terms of story content and 

formal features. Accordingly, sensational story content consists of sex, 
scandal, crime, or coπuption， while sensational story formal features in

clude fast editing pace, eyewi恤ess camera perspective, zoom-in camera 

lens movements, re-enactment of news events, the use of music, and the 

tone of the reporter voice-over narration. In sum, sensationalism refers 

13Steven A. Esposito, "P間sumed Innocent? A Comparative Analysis of Network News', 
Prime-Time News Magazines' , and Tabloid TV's Pretrial Coverage ofthe 0.1. Simpson 
Criminal Case," Communication and the Law 18, no. 4 (1996): 50-53. 

14Colin Sparks andJohn Tulloch, TabloidTales: Global Debates 0凹r Media Standar咱們ew
York: Rowman & Littlefield, 2000), 10 

15WiUiam C. Adams, "Local Public Affairs Content ofTV News," Jo帥 naUsm Quartefψ55， 
no. 4 (1978): 691 
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to the presentation ofnews as "a deluge ofimages and woids."16 

Later, Slattery and Hakanen argued that sensationalism may not be a 

dichotomous concept. They replicated a content analysis oflocal TV news 

using Adam's definition of sensationalism. An analysis of ten Pennsylva

nia stations revealed that news organizations devoted significantly more 

time to sensational and human-interest stories. In addition, they discovered 

that even hard news stories could be depicted in a sensational way, which 

Slattery and Hakanen termed "embedding sensationalism."17 

Along with rapidly developing market-drivenjoumalism and digital 

communication technologies, another conceptual dimension was added 

to sensationalism: the increasingly f1ashy and lavish formal production 

features aimed at getting audiences more involved in the viewing process 

Thus Grabe, Zh凹， and Bamett call for a more comprehensive measure 

of sensationalism that includes both news content and formal features. 18 

Specifically, sensational content deals with crime, accidents and disasters, 

celebrity news, scandal, and sex, and it has the potential to startle or enter

tain viewers. Formal production features involve video maneuvers (e 息，

zoom movements) and decorative effects (e.g., postproduction audio and 

visual manipulations) 

In various countrì白， market-drivenjoumalism has 1;leen identified as 

the cause of sensationalized news. 19 Sparks and Tulloch have argued that 

there are several marketplaces in which media standards are driven down 

in order to increase media profits, including the United States, Britain, Ger

many, and the Scandinavian countries.20 Davis and McLeod further con

tended that the generality of sensational news extends to places as well as 

160raham Kni阱，“Realìty Effects: Tabloid Television News," Queen甘 Quarterly 俑， no.l
(Spriog 1989): 96 

17Karen L Slattery and Ernest A. Hakanen, "Sensationalism versus Public Affairs Content 
of Local TV Ne附 Pennsylvania Revisited," Journal 01 Broadcasting and Electronic 
Media 38, 00.2 (1 994): 205-16 

180rabe, Zhou, and Bamett, "Explication Sensationalism in Television News," 638-39 
內tuart Allan, "G∞d Journalism Is Popular Cultu間" in Stuart Allan, News Cu如何 (Buck

ingham: Open University Press, 1999), 185-92; and see notes 9 and 12 above 
20Sparks and Tulloch, TabloidTales , 1-40, 63-90, 129-46, 195-210 
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time.21 After consideration and analysis of these viewpoints, this study 

posits that the concept of sensationalism may possess certain universal 

features 

Vettenhen, Nuijten, and Beentjes have suggested that news content 

which "appeals to our basic needs and instincts" and tabloid packaging 

techniques that "automatically elicit viewers' orienting responses with 

novelty or change" may universally attract viewers' attention. 22 In addition, 
也ey added vividness and proximity of news as two additional characteris

tics of sensationalism. Vividness refers to vivid effects generated from 

"stimulating imagination, attracting and holding attentions, and retaining 

better in memory." Proximity refers to geographic proximity (domestic 

news vs. foreign news) and sensual proximity (p ictoriaJ information vs. 

verbal information)23 While the first two features appear to be more uni

versal, the latter two are more limited to culturally specific characteristics 

Thus this study assumes that these conceptualizations and definitions of 

sensationalism in TV news, both as content and formal featur，凹， tend to 

grab viewers' attention and arouse their emotions 

Perception ofSensationalism 

Nearly half a century ago, researchers began to discuss the emotion

arousing aspects of sensationalism. 24 They suggested that sensationalism 

not only "provided thrills" but aJso fascinates in a "morbid waJ比" Thus, 
sensationalism can be defined by its potential to be emotionally and psy

chologicallyarousing 

Grabe and others defined tabloid news as news that "emphasized 

style over substance," and is "punctuated by structural features , such as 

quick-paced editing, dramatic music, rapid-fire narration, and extravagant 

graphic effects," in contrast to standard news that focuses on substance 

21Hank Davis and S. Lyndsay McLeod, "Why Humans Yalue Sensational News: An Evo~ 
lutionary Perspective," Evolution and Human Behavior 24, no. 3 (May 2003): 208~ 16 

22Yettehen, Nuijten, and Beenti間， "News in anAge ofCompetition," 284 
幻Ibid. ， 285
24See Percy H. Tanne泊baum and Marvin D. Lynch, "Sensationalism: The Concept and 1的
M問surement，" Joumalism Quarter1y 37, nO. 2 (1 960): 381 ~92 
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over style." They found that viewers tended to rate standard news as more 

informative and believable than tabloid news. In another stu旬， Grabe, 

Lang, and Zhao found that tabloid production features enhanced memory 

for calm news stories but hindered memory for arousing or sensational 

news storÍes. 26 Once aga凹， viewers tended to rate tabloid news as less 

objective and believable than stories without such dramatic features 

Meα'suring Viewers' Perceptions ofSensationalism 

In the mid-twentieth century, Tannenbaum and Lynch developed a 

sensationalism index for newspapers (Sendex) based on a set of semantic

differential scales." They assumed that the more similar the connotative 

judgments of a given message and sensationalism, the greater the degree 

ofsh盯ed connotative characteristics, hence the more sensational the mes

sage in the news. Sendex was based on twelve bipolar adjective pairs in 

three dimensions: evaluative (accurate/inaccurate, good/bad, responsible/ 

irresponsible, wise/foolish, acceptable/unacceptable); excitement (colorful/ 

colorless, int疋resting/uninter目ting， exciting/unexciting,. hotlcold); and ac

tivity (active/passive, agitated/cahn, bold/timid). 

Two later studies applied Sendex to identify components ofMurdoch

style newspapers. Following Rupert Murdoch's acquisition of the San 

Antonio News in the 1970s, Pasadeos determined the extent to which 

changes made in this daily's front page compared with that of its com

petitor. 28 Results showed that the percentage of space given to sensational 

front-page headlines in Murdoch's newspaper, in terms of graphics and 

placement, and the proportion of sensational stories found on the front page 

increased significantly during the mid-1970s, indicating that Murdoch did 

indeed sensationalize the San Antonio News after acquiring it. Peπy's 

25Grabe et 祉， "Packaging Television News," 582 
26Maria Elizabeth Grabe, Anne Lang, and X. Zhao, "News Content and Form: Implication 
品rMemo可 and Audience Evaluations." Communication R臼earch 30, no. 4 (2003): 387-
413 

27See note 24 above 
28Yorgo Pasadeos, "App1ication ofMeasures of Se江lsationalism to a Murdoch-Owned Daily 

in the San Antonio Market," Newspaper Research Journal5 , 00. 2 (Summer 1984)。弘17
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study compared perceptions of sensationalism between American and 

Mexican newspaper readers." The findings showed that in eight of the 

twelve original Send，自 items there were signi日cant di旺èrences between the 

two countries. This suggested that it might have been necessary to modify 

Sendex before it could be applied to any market other than that of the 

United States. 

In order to modifY the Sendex scale to make it applicable for televi

sion news, a study using several focus groups was conducted in Taiwan 

with a total of sixty adult TV news viewers, aged 18-60, who were asked 

to watch and then discuss eight TV news stories and rate them on Sen

dex.30 On a scale from 1 to 10, participants were required to rate each item 

on the original S，帥d目 scale for i的 adequacy in describing viewer percep

tions of the stimulus news items. Three measures were used for rating the 

adequacy: concrete/abstract, precise/vague, suitable/unfit. 

Results showed that viewers gave seven dimensions←-goo品Ibad ，

wise/foolish, acceptable/unacceptable, colorful/colorless, hot/cold, activel 

passive, and boldltimid-below average scores. On the other hand, several 

items were rated above the mean on six dimensions: accurate/inaccurate, 
responsible/irresponsible, important/unimportant, credible/incredible, 
professional/unprofessional, and likely/unlikely to arouse interest. In 

open-ended probing, 73 percent ofthe participants added two dimensions 

of sensational news features: invasion of privacy and gossiping about 

people. Accordingly, the current modified Sendex scale for television 

news consists of eight items: accurate/inaccurate, responsible/irresponsible, 
important/unimportant, credible/incredible, professionaUunprofessional, 
likely/unlikely to arouse viewing inte目前， invading/not invading privacy, 

and gossipinglnot gossiping about people. 

The addition of gossiping as a dimension of sensationalism was also 

based on evolutionary psychology. Davis and McLeod examined sensa

tional 仕ünt-page newspaper stories from eight countries and found twelve 

29David K. Perry, "Perceptions ofSensationalism among U.S. and 恥1exican News Audi 
ences," Newspaper R師臼rch Journal 刃， no. 1 (January 2002): 82-87 

30Wang, "The Shifting Cultural Space ofTelevision News." 
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major story categories." These categories corresponded to major themes 

in evolutionary psychology that influence human success, including altru

ism, reputation, cheater detection, violence, etc. Most signi日cant紗" they 
concluded that the essence of gossiping was virtually identical to that of 

sensational news 

In summary, previous research did not directly tackle the relationship 

between news topics and forrnal features of TV news and viewers' per

ceptions of sensationalism. Therefo間， the first research question (RQ 1) 

probes whether or not there is a relationship between what the news is 

about (news topics) and viewers' perceptions of sensationa1ism. The 

second research question (RQ2) investigates the relationship between 

how the news is packaged (news forms) and viewers' perception ofsen

sationa1ism. 

Terrestrial News vs. Cable News 

The TV news market in Taiwan has undergone a big transforrnation 

since the 19908. With the lifting ofmartiallaw in 1988, as well as the legal

ization of cable television in 1993, Taiwan's TV news market has entered 

an era of fierce competition. At present there are six cable news channels 

providing 24-hour news in addition to five networks that air news during 

prime time. Relative to i個 population of 23 million, Taiwan's extraordi

narily high density ofTV news has inevitably resulted in a ratings war over 

the limited audience share 

Product differentiation and price leadership are two primary strate

gies that may be employed in a situation of competition戶 Since price com自

petition in Taiwan's multi-channel media environment is rare, the various 

channels need to differentiate their product 仕om that of their competitors 

Sensationa1izing the news has become one of the most efficient means for 

newcomers to differentiate their products from those of existing broad 

casters. Indeed, since the deregulation of cable TV, sensational stories 

31See note 21 above 
32M岫el E. Porter, Competitive Strategy: Techn句uesfor Ana伽'zing lndustries and Competi

tors (New York: The Free Press, 1980) 
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and images have gradually become the selling point for many TV news 
33 programs 

In the United States, according to Ibelema and Powell, cable tele

vision news is generally viewed as a more credible news source than ter

restrial news戶 On the other hand, local news in the U.S. markets tends to 

emphasize tabloid news, such as celebrity and gossip-driven soft news, a 

trend that has a powerful influence on news." 

Cable television news in Taiwan entered the country's media market 

in a simi1ar fashion to local news in the American market. Sensationalizing 

the news was used as a business strategy by cable companies to enable 

them to compete with the existing terrestrial news. This is akin to the de

velopment of sensationalism in the Dutch media market in the mid-1990s, 
with a newly-aired commercial newscast growing more sensational than 

two other existing newscasts, particularly in terrns of tabloid packaging 
L_!_____ 36 techmques 

In addition to competitive forc凹， Taiwan's terrestrial news is regu

lated by a s廿四ter law, the Broadcasting Radio and Television Act, than are 

the cable stations which come under the Cable Radio and Television Act 

This is because terrestrial news is aired more freely and considered to be 

more of a public inforrnation carrier than cable news. According紗， the 

third research question (RQ3) queries whether there is a relationship be

tween viewers' selection of news channels and their perceptions of sensa自

tionalism in news 

Di加rent Motivations for News 防ewmg

Studies based on the "uses and gratifications" paradigm have shown 

that people have different motivations and needs that lead them to expose 

3刃3Che叫un唱gY羽1叩u院B
2004,4 

34Mine阻aber甜'01站bele叩rηma旭a and La叮y Powell扎1 ，
N沁em附'sp伊aper Rese，αrchJourn岫1a122， 00. 1 (.仙Ja叩nuar可y20∞01η): 4刮).5位2 

35Steve Michael Barkin, American Television News: The Media Marketplace and the Public 
Interest (Annonk, N.Y.: M.E. Sharpe, 2002), 61.78 

3旭、而etteh凹， Nuijten, and Beentj間，叮'l"ews in an Age ofCompetition," 283 
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themselves to different media contents. Since the early 1970s, research in 

this tradition has produced studies of media use in order to gratifY the 

audience's social and psychological needs.17 This kind of research de

velope社 typologies for audience gratification with regard to television 

content, inc1uding surveillance (the motivation to acquire news and in

formation about what is happening in the world), interpersonal utility (the 

motivation of achieving companionship or social utility through inter

personal discussion of events), and diversion (the motivation to achieve 

escape or emotional release from such events).38 These three dimensions 

are also the focus of the present study. 

lt appears that TV news packaged in standard or tabloid formats pro

vides different kinds of gratification for viewers, with the former providing 

more information-oriented gratification and the latter providing more 

entertainment-oriented gratification. Grabe, Lang, and Zhao have shown 

that the application of entertaining, attention-grabbing production tech

niques makes news content more entertaining and ultimately gives viewers 

more enjoyment. 39 However, in terms of evaluating the quality of the 

news, viewers tended to rate standard news as more in伽mative and be

lievable than tabloid news 

This study, therefore, suggests a fourth research question (RQ4), to 

explore whether the motivation for watching TV news is an additional 

factor affecting the audience's perceptions of sensationalism. 

Age and Education and the Perception 01 Sensat叩開的m

Very little empirical literature is available on the impact of demo

graphic factors on viewers' perceptions of sensationalism in news. Regard

ing the relationship between audience age and the use of the news media, 

37 Alan M. Rubin, "Media Uses and Effects: A Uses-and-Gratifications Perspective," in 
Media 且fJects: Advances in Theory and R臼earch， edited by Jennings Bryant and Dolf 
Zillmann (Hil1sdale, N.J.: Lawrence Erlhaum, 1994), 417-36 

38R剝IC咄har吋"dC. Vinc血e凹n叫1t and Mike D. Ba站'1比1 ，
and Current Events K拉n回ow叫led句ge， "JI扣m昕"仰P川"叩αalofBroσdc叫叫f削"叫nga由叫ndElectn叩'OnI叮C 品fedia4刮1 ， no. 3 
(1997η): 380-93 

390rabe, .Lan皂， and Zhao, "News Content and Fonn," 408 
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young adults were found to be more a!tracted to entertainment news 
content than hard news content. 40 Another study suggested that college 
students' overall media use and surveillance needs increased with 
age 刮 Compared to younger students, older students showed more sur

ve i11ance need and sought less entertainment gratification from news. 
In other words , age was found to be negatively associated with surveil
lance needs, but positively associated with entertainment gratification. 
Younger viewers were further found to be more attracted to flam

boyant television news production techniques compared with more senior 
viewers.42 Consequently, the fifth research question (RQ5) addresses 
whether older viewers perceive TV news as more sensational than younger 
Vlewers 

Moreover, research on media credibility43 suggests an association 
between age and education and the assessment ofnews credibility. Gen

erally, older and more educated individuals tend to be more critical of 
the media, while younger and less educated news consumers are more 
likely to accept news coverage and to evaluate the media as credible. 

It was also found 由at sophistication, life experience, and knowledge of 
the mechanisms used by the press combine to make viewers more skeptical 
of the night1y news.44 

Therefo間， the sixth research question (RQ6) in the current study in
vestigates whether or not viewers' educational levels affect their percep
tions of sensationalism in TV news 

4ÛKevin G. Barnhurst and ElIen Wartell丸 "Newspapers 阻d Citizenship: Young Adults' Sub
jective Experience ofNewspapers," 0川ical Studies in Mass Commη叫gηun即iC叩αt加i扣on吋8， n叩。 2(υJu叩n
1991): 195-209 

41 日ee note 38 above 
42Steve McClellan and Ken Kerschbaumer,“Tickers and B ugs: Has TV Gotten Way Too 

Graphic?" Broad，個sti啤挂αble 131 , nO. 50 (December 3, 2001): 16-20 
43Erik p, Bucy, "Media Credibility Reconsidered: Synergy Effects between On-Air and On

line News," Journalism a吋 M的s Communication Quarterly 80, no. 2 (Summer 2003): 
247-64 

44Michael J. Robinson and Andrew Kohut, "Believability arid the Press，"的'Jblic Opìnion 
Quorterly 52, nO. 2 (1 988): 174-89 
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Gender and the Perception of Sensationalism 

Much of the research on overall interest in news topics suggests that 

differences exist between the sexes.45 Mills suggests that although the 

general assumption about gender differences with regard to news prefer

ences may be questionable, news preferences among women generally in

cJude the four "F's": family, food , fashion, and fumishing.46 Also, Klein 

found that women, regardless of their age, were less interested in violent 

television news content.47 

Furthermore, a study examining the relationships between sensation

seeking and gender role orientations found that men reported higher levels 

of overall sensation-seeking than women.48 Sensation-seeking has been 

conceptualized as involving self-exposure to various novel and ∞mplex 

sensations and experiences and the willingness to take physical and social 
risks to engage in them'9 Sensation-seeking scales contain five dimen

sions, incJuding thrill and adventure seeking, disinhibition, experience 

seekin皂， and susceptibility to boredom. Moreover, Scourfield, Stevens, 

and Merikangas found that gender was an important predictor of lifetime 
sensation-seeking and that men were more likely to engage in sensation自

seeking behavior than women.50 

Although empirical studies have yet to establish relationships be

tween sensation seeking and the TV news viewing experience, research 

suggests that high sensation seekers prefer media that include a high level 

45Cory L. Armstro嗯， "Writing about Women: An Examination ofHow Content for Women 
18 Determined in Newspap帥蜘5S Communication and Society 9, 00. 4 (Janua可 2006)
447-60 

46Kay Mi1ls, A Place in the News: From the Wome;均 Pages to the Front Pag.四 (New York 
Dodd, Mead, 1990), 1-20. 

47Roger D. Klein, "Audience Reactions to Local TV News," American Behavioral Scientist 
46, no. 12 (August 2003): 1661-72 

48Demet E. Öngen, "The Relationships between Sensation Seeking and Gender Role Orien
tations among Turkish Univ前sity Students," Sex Roles 57, nO.I-2 (July 2007): 111-18 

4物9Ma缸rV1盯inZu山ckenn訂祖na叩n， S，品en肘sa叫tio叫nS.品ee.吋kin唔g:B只可yo捌nd t.的heOptμ1mαal Le肝、V招叫elolArou.叫4約sal (Hillsd由al扭e，
N.J.: Lawrence Er1baurr風I

叩J扣on阻at由ha叩n Sc叩ourfield ， D. E. S割te昕ve閒ns丸， and K. R. Merikanga丸 "Substance Abuse, Comor
bidity, and Sensation Seeking: Gender Differences," Comprehensive Psychiatry 37, no 
3 (1996): 384-92 
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of arousing content.51 This study argues that sensational presentation in 

TV news might be viewed as a kind of sensual watching experience. Thus 

if men generally tend to be more oriented toward sensation-seeking, they 

may be more likely to become insensitive to either sensational news topics 

or lavish news presentation techniques and be consequently more likely to 

perceive lower levels of sensationalism in TV news. Therefore, the seventh 

research question (RQ7) examines the relationship between viewers' gen 

der and their perception of sensationalism 

In summa旬， the a晶。rementioned seven 間search questions explo問

factors that may affect viewers' perceptions of sensationalism in TV news 

The study will go further by asking an eighth research question (RQ8) 

What is the relative strength of each factor in predicting viewers' percep

tions of sensationalism? 

Method 

TheSample 

The research questions were tested using data from a randomly

selected nationwide telephone survey sample of Taiwanese adults. After 

eliminating business numbers, disconnected phones, and non-responses, 
1 ，86日 phone calls were made with a response rate of 66.1 percent, thus 

yielding 1,235 valid questionnaires 

Based on a filter question that eliminated respondents who reported 

watching fewer than two hours of news during the previous week, 894 

respondents remained in the study. The sample consisted of 464 men (52 

percent) and 430 women (48 percent). Of the sample, 4 1.4 percent had 

a college educati凹， 33.9 percent had completed high school, and 24 .5 

percent had completed only junior high school or less. The sample ranged 

in age from 18 to 86 with a mean of forty-four years. Other than being 

51Margaret Usha Dsilva, "Individual Differences and Choice ofInfonnation Source: Sensa~ 
tion Seeking in Drug Abuse Prevention," Communic.叫ion Reports 12, no. 1 (Winter 1999) 
51-57 
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somewhat skewed in terms of higher education, the sample was quite rep

resentative of the adult population 
The interviews were conducted by a Taipei-based professional survey 

research center in March 血ld April 2006 following a pre-test of the ques

tionnaire. The average interview lasted twelve minutes. 

M叩sures 01 the Variabl臼

Perception 01 sensationalism 的 TVnews: The respondents were fi四t

asked to indicate how much time they devote to watching the news in an 

average week and to name their preferred television channel for news 

They were then asked to rank seven news categories that are typically pre 

sented in a relatively sensational manner: crime and conflicts, accidents 

and disasters, sex and scandals, gossip about celebrities, bizarre events, en 
tertainment news, and news about the occult or superstition 

N ext, the respondents were asked to indicate on a 5自point scale the 

extent to which they believed that eight features of TV news-accuracy, 
responsibili句 lmportan間， credibili旬" professionalism, arousing viewer 

interest, invading privacy, and gossiping-are inherent in the notion of sen 

sationalism.52 The Cronbach Alpha coefficient for the revised 8-item scale 

rose to a satisfactoryα.=0.75. 
A factor analysis using Varimax rotation was conducted and this in 

dicated that all eight items were grouped into a single factor with an 

eigenvalue greater than 1.00, explaining 44.5 percent of the variance. A 

mean score ofthe eight items was calculated to create an overall measure 

of viewer perception of sensationalism in TV news 

52Regarding the five dimensions ofviewers' perceptions, respondents were asked to what ex
tent news ttems a阻 accurate， responsible, important, credible, and professiona1. Response 
categories ranged from 1 indicating that almost all of the news items are accura惚， respon
sible, etc., to 5 indicating that almost none ofthe news items are accurate, responsib峙， etc 
The higher the number, the stronger the viewers' perception of sensationalism io the news 
The other three dimensions of viewers' perceptions were interest-arousing, invading peo
ple's privacy, and gossiping about people. The same response categories were used but 
in the reverse order; that is, a response of 1 indicated that respondents strongly agree that 
none ofthe news items are interest-arousing, invading people's privacy or gossiping about 
people, and 5 indicated that respondents believed that almost all of the news items are in句
terest-arousing, etc. The higher the number, the stronger the viewers' perception of sensa
tionalism in the news 
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News lopics: Based on previous studi間， this study identified seven 

categories of news 出at are typically presented in a sensational manner: 

crime and conflic兒， accidents and disasters , sex and scandals, gossip about 

celebrities, bizarre events, entertainment news, and news about the occuIt 
or superstition 

News produclion fealure，ιThe study identified seven TV news pro

duction features that may impact upon viewers' perceptions of sensational

ism, including background music, news subtitl間， graphi凹， special editing 

effec恆， editing pace, repetition of pictures, and reporting tone. The re
spondents were asked to indicate on a 5-point scale how they evaluated the 

perceived level of these production features as they appear in the news. 53 

A faclor analysis using Varimax rotation showed 由at the seven items 

were grouped into three factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.00. The 

first factor, which consisted of music and tone, referred to as "audio fea

tures," explained 24.6 percent of the variance. The second factor, which 

consisted of subtitles, graphics, and special effects, termed "visual fea

tures," explained an additional 16.4 percent of the variance. The third 

factor which consisted of the repetition of pic個res and editing pace, and 

was 自ferred to as "editing fi開tures，" explained an additional14.2 percent 

ofthe variance. 

Motivations戶r watching TV news: The respondents were also asked 
to rate six motivations for watching TV news on a 5-point scale: learning 

about social issues, obtaining information for making daily life decisions, 
being entertained, helping to kill tir珊， having interesting topics to talk 

about, and knowing what other people are doing.54 

有

3The perception of production 血atures in sensational news items was determined by asking 
a series of seven questions, one 晶or each ofthe features. For each question, a 5-point scale 
was u5ed. The responses were scored from low to high, and in each case were ordered 50 
that a score of 1 would indicate a low level of sensationalism and a score of 5 would in 
dicate a high level of sensationalism 

54The perception of the motivations for watching the news was determined by a series of 
questions relating to three motivations-surveillance, entertainme肘， and interpersonal 
utility-w岫 two ite叩s per motivatioß. Each ques“ti叩o叩nwa晶sp扭晶c間edby
you agrl昀ee t由ha叫t you watch TV news in order ..."門: t抽o leam about current s叩。 cial issue閏's; t恤o get 
neces鈴sa可 inn品or口mηnatioh fi必or making decisions in li晶fe; to be entertained; to help kill time; to 
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A third factor analysis that employed Varimax rotation revealed that 

the six items were grouped in two factors with eigenvalues greater than 

1.00. The fírst factor, consisting of entertainment, killing time, having 

topics to ta1k about, and knowing what other peop1e are doing, exp1ained 

30.6 percent of the variance and was termed "entertainmentlinterpersonal 

motivations." The second factor, consisting of 1earning about social 

issues and information for daily 1ife dec凹的肘， explained an additional 

22.1 percent of the variance and was referred to as "social/information 

虹lOtivations. lI

The questionnaire also asked about the respondents' favorite news 

channel and asked them to rank seven specifíc sensational news topics, 
including crime and conflicts, accidents and disasters, sex and scandals, 
gossip about celebrities, biza叮e events, entertaÌnment news, and news 

about the occult or superstition. Finally, demographic information was ob

tained, including gender, age, education, employment, and family income 

Findings 

In terms ofviewing habi峙， 40.3 percent ofthe respondents spent two 

to four hours per week watching TV news, 23.5 percent spent fíve to seven 

hours per week, and 21 percent watched news for over ten hours per week, 
while the remaining 15 .2 percent watched eight to ten hours per week. 

In addition, 56.8 percent of the respondents preferred cable news as their 

primary TV news channels compared with 43.2 percent who still relied on 

broadcast terrestrial news. 

As for the seven sensational news categories, 24.7 percent of the 

respondents rated gossip news as the most sensational news top凹， fol

lowed by crime news (2 1.5 percent), accidents and disasters (16 percent), 
scanda1s (1 3.4 percent), occu1t news (7.8 percent), and entertainment news 

provide interesting topics to talk about with 臼mily members and 丘iends; and to know 
what other people are doing. For each question the respondents could choose between 
five possible responses ranging from IO strongly agree" to "strongly disagree." 
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(3.8 percent). It is noteworthy that 12.7 percent of the responden的 could

not provide a ranking or re臼sed to do so 

The current study includes various research questions probing seven 
independent factors affecting viewers' perceptions of sensationalism in 

TV news. The following analyses use Pearson correlations to examine 

relationships between sensationalism and news topics (RQI), TV news 
production 品eatures (RQ2), and viewers' motivations forwatching TV news 

(RQ4). For categorical factors such as channel selections (RQ3) and gen

der (RQ7), t-test is used to examine these variables' relationships with sen

sationalism. For factors that can be grouped into more than two categories, 
such as age (RQ5) and education (RQ7), ANOVA is used to examine not 
only their relationships with sensationalism but also how age groups or 

education groups differ in their relationships with sensationalism. Finally, 
a hierarchical regression analysis is carried out to determine each factor's 

S甘ength in affecting viewers' perceptions ofsensationalism (RQ8). 

The first research question examines the relationship between sensa

tional news topics and viewers' perceptions of sensationalism in TV news 

The Pearson coπelation between news topics and viewers' perceptions 

of sensationalism was r=.03 倍>.05)， suggesting sensational news topics 

appeared not to influence viewers' judgments 

The second research question investigates the relationship between 

TV news production features and viewers' perceptions of sensationalism 

in TV news. The Pearson correlation between the perceived amount of 

audio production features in the news and the perception of sensationalism 

was r=.33 (p<.01); the correlation between the perceived amount ofvideo 

production features and the perception of sensationalism was r=.09 

倍<.05); and the correlation between the perceived amount of editing pro

duction features and perceived sensationalism was r=.26 (p<.01). 

The third research question focused on whether there is a relationship 

between viewers' selection of news channels and their perceptions of sen
sationalism in news. A t間test between cable and te叮estrial viewers was 

significant (t=2.36; p<.05) with a greater amount of sensationalism per

ceived to exist on cable channels (M=3 .32 , SD=0.64) than on terrestrial 

channels (M=3.00 , SD=0.59). 
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The fourth research question explores whether motivations for 

watching TV news are an additional factor affecting the audience's per

ceptions of sensationalism. Pearson correlations indicated that the rela

tionship between entertainment/interpersonal motivations for watching 

news and perceptions of sensationalism was r~-.17 (p<.01), while for 

social/informational motivations the correlation was r~.13 (p<.01) 

The fifth research question considers the relationship between view

ers' age and their perceptions of sensationalism in TV news. The respond間

ents were coded according to three age groups: 18 to 39 (n~308); 40 to 59 

(n~48); and 60 years and above (n~138). A one-way ANOVA revealed a 

significant difference among the means of the three age groups (F~8.92 ， 

df=2,892, p<.OO 1). The younger viewers tended to perceive TV news as 

significantly less sensational (A在3.10 ， SD~0.60) than middle-aged viewers 

o• 3.36, SD~0.62) or senior viewers (M→兒， SD~0.55). A post-hoc 

Tukey test indicated that the mean of the youngest group was significantly 

lower than that of the two higher groups but no significant dif王erence

was found between the means ofthe two older groups 

The sixth research question investigates whether or not the educa

tional level of viewers is an influential factor affecting their perceptions 

of sensationalism in TV news. Based on the three levels of education, a 

one-way ANOVA revealed a significant difference among the group means 

(F~8.28 ， df~2 ，892， p<.OOl). The university-educated viewers tended to 

perceive TV news as significantly more sensational (M~3 .43 ， SD~0.65) 

than did high school graduates (M~3 鉤， SD~0.60) and viewers with a 

lower level of education (M~3 .l 6 ， SD~O.70). A post-hoc Tukey test in

dicated that the mean of the university graduates was significantly higher 

than that of the other two educational groups. 

The seventh research question examines the relationship between 
VIewer叫 gender and their perception of sensationalism. A t-test for in

dependent samples did not detect a significant dif品erence for gender 

(t~0.81; p>05). 

FoUowing the separate analyses for each of the independent vari

ables, an attempt was made to deterrnine which ofthe variables contributed 

the most toward predicting viewers' perceptions of sensationalism. Four 
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T.ble 1 

Multiple Regression Analysis of Factors Affecting Viewers' Perception of 

Sensationalism in TV News 

Independent variables Regression 

2 3 4 

Block J: TV production features and news topics 
News topics 03 04 。4 。4
Audio features .27牢牢牢 .27*** .23*串串 .22平'*

Visual features 01 自 2 。I 。 l
Editing features .17*串串 .17*申申 .1 7*** .17*** 

Multiple R 36 
Adj叫吋 R square 13 

Block 2: Motivationsfor watching TV ne附
Information .10** .09** .09** 
Entertainment/interpe凹onal needs .15串* 一.13**幸 -.13申牢牢

Multiple R 40 
Adjusted R square 16 
Increased R square 03 

Block 3: Demographics 
Age .l2** .1 1 牢牢

Gender 。3 一 03
Education 。3 。3
Farnily income 。5 04 

MultipleR 43 
Adjusted R square 18 
Increased R square 03 

Block 4: Media use 
TV news watch time 01 
Favorite news channel .10** 

Multiple R 44 
Adjusted R square 19 
Increased R square 008 

Note: Beta v. 目前ts are from the final regression analysis including all the variables in the 
model (n=894) 

*酪*p<.OOl ， **p<.Ol , *p<.05 

separate hierarchical regression analyses were performed (see table 1). In 

the first analys院 the first block of regression analysis (column 1), the vari

ables entered were news topics and TV news production features. In the 

second block the motivations for watching TV news were added (column 
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2). The third block includes the demographic variables of age, gender, 
education, and family income (column 3). The final block consists of 

the media use variables, including the amount of TV news viewing and 

preferred news channel, terrestrial or cable (column 4). In the current 

study, the variables were entered according to the order of their expected 
contribution 

Results of the final regression analyses revealed that the audio pro

duction features in TV news were the most powerful in predicting viewers' 

perceptions of sensationalism in news (ß=.22, p<.OO 1), followed by editing 

production features (ß=.17, p<.001). News topics were not found to be 

a significant factor here. The entertainmentlinterpersonal motivation for 

watching news emerged as the third significant factor (ß=. 的 ， p<.OOI), 
followed by age (ß=.ll , p<.OO 1), preferred news channel (戶=.IO， p<.OOI)，

and inforrnation motivation for watching news (戶=.09， p<.OOI). The 

multiple correlation was R=.44 indicating that 19 percent of the variance 

in the perception of sensationalism is explained by these variables. 

Thus, according to the respondents, audio production features , such 

as background music and dramatic reporting tones, exert the greatest in個

fluence on the perception of sensationalism, more than visual production 

features, such as emotional subtitl間， graphic or special effec峙， or editing 

productions features, such as pacing or repetition of visuals. In terrns of 

motivations for watching the news, on the one hand entertainment and in

terpersonal motivations were found to negatively predict viewers' percep

tions of sensationalism, while on the other hand, inforrnational motivations 
positively predicted their perceptions of sensationalism 

Discussion 

The tendency to sensationalize news has been one ofthe most signifi 

cant issues in joumalism in recent years. The main contribution of this 

study was to explore factors affecting viewers' perceptions of sensation

alism in TV news from their Own points of view. We approached 那個al

TV news viewers, who provided valuable inforrnation about what factors 
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influenced their perceptions ofthis significant news trend 

First, while it seems intuitive to assume that news content impacts 

viewers' perception of sensationalism, the current study surprisingly found 

no significant relationship between news topics and viewers' perception of 

sensationalism. lt is specula扭d that this may be a result of the original 

questionnaire design. The only topics listed in the questionnaire were 

those that are commonly perceived to be sensational and respondents were 

asked to rate their perceptions of sensationalism. The questionnaire did not 

include what are typically non-sensational topics, and this may be one of 

the m句or research limits of the current study. Future work may include 

non-sensational news topics in order to further examine the impact of 

the news content, in contrast to the impact of sensational news content, on 

viewers' perceptions of sensationalism 

However, the research findings on sensational news content did ex

hibit a very interesting pattern. Taiwanese news viewers perceive gossip 

as the most sensational news topic, more sensational 出an topics such as 

crime, disasters, or scandals. While crime news was identified as the main 

staple of sensational news in previous studies on Taiwan, it is suggested 

that Taiwanese viewers may have become somewhat desensitized to such 

news, hence gossip about celebrities or bizarre events are now perceived 

as the most sensational topics 

ln the mid-1990s, when the first cable news channels entered Tai

wan's competitive TV news market, crime news was the most effective 

means to boost ratings. However, by the end of that decade, with eight 

24-hour news channels emphasizing bloody news conte凶， Vlewers ap 

peared to be fed up with such sensational items." After 2000, new themes, 
such as gossip about celebrities and bizarre events, became one of the 

primary means to grab atlention and earn ratings 

S5See Govemment Information Office, "Gallop Survey Shows News Reporting Too Sensa 
tionaI，"品'nwenjing zhoukan (News M盯or Weekly), no. 499 (Octobet, 1999): 48-49; and 
Yang Ma-li, "Retarded Media Is Degrading the Country," Tianx悶 zazhi (Common W(臼lth)，
no. 251 (Aprill , 20 日 2): IlO-25. As noted above, there are now only six 24-hour news 
channels after two channels faited to withstand the competition 
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The popularity of Next Magazine (壹週刊)， a tabloid magazine im

ported in 2002 from Hong Kong, may also have accelerated the increase in 

this type of news content in cable news. Television news in Taiwan has 

long been accused of copying news content from the print media. As it 

grew more popular, Next Magazine soon became a new source for fresh and 

stimulating news materials. Its cover stories often became the lead items 

for prime time news. Stories featuring celebrity gossip or bizarre events 

have been perceived by viewers as the most sensational news content on 

TV in recent years 

From a more universal perspective, as Barkin points out, we now live 

in an age of "celebrity joumalism,'“ and there may never have been so 

much inforrnation available about the rich, famous , and infamous. TV 

news is now dependent on celebrity news , pro刮目， and scandals to sustain 

aud阻nce interest. Cultural critics identify a societal fascination with 

celebrities that may reflect a culture steeped in shallowness or the evalua

tion of the trivial." In Taiwan, such gossip-based news reporting is judged 

as the most sensational category. It would be interesting to see if news 

audiences in other countries share a similar perspecti珊， and what such 

similarity or variance might imply. 

There was a positive relationship between TV formal features and 

the perception of sensationalism: the more audio, visual, and editing pro

duction features were perceived to be present in TV news, the more it 

was perceived to be sensational. Audio features were found to exert a 

greater influence on viewers' perceptions of sensationalism than visual and 

editing features. This finding seems to contradict the common under

standing that the essential power of TV news comes from visuals. One 

possible reason may be the way the current study conceptualized aud凹，

visual, and editing features. Audio features were defined as "background 
music" and nreporters' reporting tone. lI These two audio presentation ap-

56Barkin, American 知levision News , 117-36 

57Harold Brodkey, "The Last Word 00 Winchell," The New Yorker 70, 00. 47 (JanualJ' 30, 
1995): 71-78 
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proaches are common in Taiwan and may be more understandable and 

perceivable to general viewers. The visual features were defined as "news 

subtitles," "graphic pictures," and "repetition ofpic個呵呵， while the editing 

features were conceptualized as "special editing e旺ects" and "editing 

pace." During the survey, quite a few respondents asked what these visual 

and editing features exactly meant. This may indicate that some features in 

TV news are more difficult than others for general viewers to perceive and 

understand 

Another concem may be the selection criteria for s甘uctural features 

in this study. TV news production features were selected and defined on 

the basis of their typicality in Taiwan's TV news. However, there may be 

some other s!ructural features highlighted in other countries. For example, 
several recent sensationalism studies 企om Europe have pointed out that the 

dimension ofthe "actors" in sensational news stories-that 凹， who is doing 

the talking-has long been neglected." Who are the common actors in 

sensational news: celebriti間， experts, politicians, private citizens, or other 

individuals? While these actors may also exert an impact on viewers' per

ceptions of sensational news, the current study has not included this re

search dimension. Future studies may conceptualize "actors in sensational 

news" and examine their impact on viewers' perceptions of sensationalism 

As for the motivations for news viewing, the study found that viewers 

who watched TV news mainly because of a need for inforrnation perceived 

the news as more sensational, while viewers who watched TV news for 

entertainment or interpersonal needs perceived the news as less sensa

tional. This suggests that viewers with different motivations for watching 

TV news may forrn different judgments regarding how TV news is sensa

tionalized. Future studies should explore whether judging news as less 

sensational indicates a sh泊 in news values from the audience's perspec司

tive. Does the audience nowadays perceive "inforrnation" in TV news in a 

different way? Or do such judgments relate to an attitude of compromise 

58Bek, "Tabloidization ofNews Media," 379; and Knut de Swert, "Sensationalism in a Tele
vision News Context" (Paper presented the conference ofthe Intemational Association for 
Media and Communication Research, Stockholm, July 20-25, 2008) 
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with the degraded quality of TV news due to the trend toward sensation

alism? Other motivations for watching TV news, such as social utility 

motivatio肘， need to be inc\uded in future s囚刮目

Regarding the impact of demographic factors, as expected, older and 

betler educated viewers tend to perceive TV news as more sensational. 

Previous studies have consistently suggested that younger viewers prefer 

ent軒tainment programs to news programs. The current generation of 

younger viewers may be less critical of professional performances in TV 

news compared with older generations, resulting in a tendency to be less 

concerned with the trend toward desensitization in the news. 

As for gender, no differences were found between men and women 

regarding the perception of sensationalism in the news. The study sug

gested that sensationalism in TV news might be considered as a kind of 

sensual viewing experience, so that according to gender stereotypes men, 
who tend to prefer sensation-seeking experiences, would become less sen

sitive to sensationalism in the news compared with women. The current 

finding suggests that gender differences in news consumption ought to 
consider in a more sophisticated manner factors beyond mere biological 

categories of gender, such as the compound e宜ects of socialization, educa
tion, and personality trai帖. Future studies might also a社empt to separate 

the impacts of news presentation features and content in order to deterrnine 
whether or not there is indeed a gendered perception of differences re

garding sensationalism in TV news. 
As for the impact of media use habits, cable TV news viewers did in

deed perceive news content as more sensational than viewers of terrestrial 

television. Cable news in Taiwan has deve\oped in parallel with the rise 

of local TV news in the United States. Cable news operators have ex

panded the news industry by using a more market-driven model of tele

vision joumalism than that used by the networks. The notion of public 

service may not be entirely absent from the cable news channels in Taiwan, 
but it is evidently much weaker than in the terrestrial channels.59 

59See note 4 above 
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Taken as a whole, the trends toward sensationalizing the news are 

evident in media markets where there is increasing competition for a 

shrinking news audience，的 in the case of Taiwan. It is now known that 

叫“o features such as background music and dramatic reporting tone in 

TV news exert the most influence over viewers' perceptions of sensation

alism. Since audio presentations are strongly related to viewers' negative 

evaluations of TV news performance, television news practitioners may 

need to reconsider the balance between the dramatic presentation of news 

aimed at engaging viewers' senses and the professional presentation of 

news in order to provide substantive information. As the present survey 

findings indicate, not aIl viewers welcome an era of "the joumalism of 

outrageousness. ,, 60 

On the other hand, it was also found that viewers with a greater need 

for information appear to care more about the sensationalizing ofTV news 

than viewers who watch for entertainment or interpersonal utility reasons 

One may argue that the distinction between news and entertainment has 

never been easy for TV news, since television is first and foremost a 

medium rooted in the entertainment business. However, much of the evi

dence 仕om other countries indicates that TV news is still the primary 

source for acquiring information about one's own country and the world at 

large. How television joumalism is defined and to what extent it is trusted 

wiIl depend to a certain degree on how TV news practitioners manage 

to strike a balance between the audience's needs to be informed and to be 

entertained. 

One possible approach to achieving this balance is to increase the 

use ofllsensational fonnal features" in "non-sensational news topics," and 

to decrease the use ofthese features in topics perceived as sensational. The 

current study confirmed a positive relationship between viewers' percep

tions of sensationalism and TV's formal features such as audio, visuals, and 

editing. However, sensational formal features may not necessarily be a 

60Matthew C. Ehrlich, "The Joumalism ofOutrageousness: Tabloid Television News vs. In
vestigative News," Journalism & Mass Communication Monographs , no. 155 (February 
1996): 1-15 
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bad thing in TV news if their tendency to attract the attention of viewers 

can be directed toward public affairs-related issues. The coverage of non 

sensational news topics such as public affairs provides the basic informa

tion required by citize凹， but for general viewers , these topics may not be 

as attractive as sensational news topics like "gossip." Ifsensational formal 

品eatures can be used in public affairs repo的ng in order to attract the at

tention of c山自由， then sensationalism can possibly be made to serve the 

public interest. On the other hand, sensational news topics such as gossip, 
crime, or disasters are already eye-catching enough and do not need the 

addition of sensational 晶。rmal fea阻res.

Final1y, the current study has several research limits. First, the factors 

examined in the present study explained only 19 percent ofthe variance. It 

is suggested future studies be conducted that incorporate theoretical con 

cepts from other disciplin間， such as social psychology, in order to further 

explore viewers' perceptions of sensationalism in news. Using social psy 

chological perspectiv凹， such as psychological state of mind of crowd or 

audience effec妞， it may be possible to identi砂 other facto阻 that 甘19ger

audiences to watch sensational news and to judge the news as "sensa 

tional." Future studies may also consider the possible influence of the 

disposition of individual viewers. For example, could an individual's sen

sation-seeking personality cause them to seek out more sensational news 

content, thereby influencing their judgments about sensationalism? 

Another relevant theory from the persuasion research tradition, mes

sage sensation value (MSV), appears to be help臼1 in cons加cting a future 

measurement of sensationalism. This theory examines audiences' message 

evaluati凹， particularly in the context of public service announcements. 61 

More newly developed variables, such as "instantaneous shock or non

instantaneous shock" or "vivid visuals or non-vivid visuals," can be con

sidered in future sensationalism studies. However, when applying MSV 

theories to sensationalism in the area of news, the "valence" of the MSV 

6lPhilip Palmgreen et al.', "P前ceived Message Sensation Value (PMSV) and the Dimensions 
組d Validation ofa PMSV Scale," Health Communication 14, nO. 4 (January 2002): 403-
28 
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scales needs to be reconsidered. The original MSV scales tend to give posi

tive values to features that induce message sensati凹， as long as they are 

able to attract the audience's attention to public service announcements 

However，也is is obviously different in the case of news. In fu恥re studi間，

the authors suggest the addition of "topic sphere" (public or personal 

sphere) as the first dimension of measurement of sensationalism, which 

may need to be weighted to emphasize the public responsibility of news 

Secondly, the current study does not include the use ofDelphi techni

ques to develop the measurement ofviewers' perception ofsensationalism 

Delphi techniques are effective in constructing a scale from the point of 

view of the expert. The current research was aimed at gaining an under

standing of the perspective of the general TV audience and therefore did 

not include Delphi techniques to probe experts' opinions of "sensation

alism." Future studies should include Delphi techniques to develop a more 

comprehensive scale for measuring the concept of sensationalism. 

Thirdly，也e cu訂ent study lacks cultivation theory perspectives 

While sensationalism in news is a long-terrn cultural phenomenon, previ

ous studies tend to focus primarily on news content and as a result lack 

longitudinal or accumulated data on viewers' perceptions of sensational

ism. The current study may serve as a starting point for longitudinal studies 

of the cultivation impac的 of sensationalism on TV viewers 

All in all, sensationalism in television news is cleariy increasing 

around the globe; thus further conceptualization of sensationalism and a 

more thorough list of factors comprising viewers' judgments are needed in 

future studies to better understand the phenomenon, which has become an 

issue of concem, not only in Taiwan but in other countries as weIl. 
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